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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.

CONTAINER YARD
Need a place to show off your containers? Here it is. This original container yard references the Luchaogang container yard. It's

a new yard

in Shanghai, used to storage containers which were carried from Yangshan Deep Water Port and transit by trains. Though its
length has been reduced to 500 meters, and it can stack a maximum over 1,000 containers.

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Animate objects.

- Can stack over 1,000 Containers.
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Okay, so I ran into a few problems with this game, but I'll start at the beginning. They're obviously taking the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City in a cheeky way, which I'm all up for. You start in a boxy car and slowly drive around while the
'engine' (someone making a bim-bim-bim noise) drives you mad. Grand Theft Auto right? I'll drive into a sign! Car stops. Hmm
okay, I'll drive into another car! Car stops. Okay, I'll get out of the car! No can do, boyo!! Turned the radio on, everything is in
Russian, even though I selected English. All good, it's just the radio.

After getting stuck on a fence, a tree and a traffice cone, saw a pink neon flying thinger. A-ha, a mission! Some
incomprehensible Russian (I did select English!!) and the mission starts... with my car half-buried in the ground with a building
on top of me. Can't move, can't reset and can't do jack♥♥♥♥♥♥ Decided to take this opportunity to walk away and perve on
my fiancee in the shower. Came back a few minutes later, and somehow my car disappeared, I was further underground and
everything was blue.

Hit escape and went back to the main menu. My mouse button prompty disappeared, and I had to CTRL-ALT-DELETE to
close the game out. Suffice to say, I don't recommend this game.. a total♥♥♥♥♥♥game with noplayers online!. Beautiful
graphics, thrilling sounds and music, fast paced, arcade gameplay. Tons of beautiful tracks, with a great mix of terrains, tons of
cars and liverys to choose from. If you like the Dirt series this game is a great addition to your collection, with a bit more
arcadey feeling. Great job!. Not recommended.

It does pain me to say this as this game does have a lot of potential. However, it is plagued by bad controls and outright broken
game mechanics that make it unplayable unless you have a TON of patience. I am all for games that are hard. But a game should
never be hard because the mechanics do not work properly. This game was clearly not tested well enough. I tried playing for
roughly two hours before giving up.. Insaneeee!! Amo este tipo de juegos y la verdad es que probe la demo y me parecio un
excelente juego, algo frenetico, un poco complicado el intentar completar los mapas a la perfeccion y al menor tiempo posible,
pero divertido, en general un excelente trabajo de parte de los desarrolladores.

10/10. If you like these old school scrolling shooters like Darius check this out, very few cheep deaths, lots of weapons to
choose from, lots of replay value, very fun.. Game was dope ! Bought it a few days ago and been playing a little bit of it
everyday. Very addicting and time worthy. Takes a bit to figure the core of the game besides talking to items. Definitely worth
the price.. Is Very Gud Game!. Definitely worth $5 for a fun, quick couch game. Some wonkiness with gamepad support that
will hopefully be fixed at some point, but this game is fun and quick.
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If you know the memes it's fun and time killing.

But altough all the effort. Poland will never into space. This is a brilliant game from two awesome developers!
If you loved the rpg's made by Square Enix, you will enjoy the storyline on this game.
If you liked the puzzles and PvZ by Pop Cap, you will find the battles in this game to be fun!
With many monsters to gather, to battle against enemies, this game will take you on a journey through an enchanted forest. In its
simplicity it's challenging and only you can decide the next step you take!
Buy it and play it now. You will not regret it.. So what do I think of this game?

Well let's start with the pros.
This game takes a different approach to strategy games with the focus being upon ant colonies. And it's a surprising and fun
concept at that. There's the usual resource gathering and upgrading and what have you, but it has a great replay value along with
the formicarium mechanics if you will, using royal jelly to upgrade your ants and all that. It's simple to manage your pheromone
groups (though it could be improved by having ants respond when you move the marker instead of the drawdown with a few still
going to the old location). The map is clear and manageable, the day\/night system is also a nice touch.

There's not that much to the game as far as pros good, but the pros are done RIGHT.

The cons.
Well let's start with the AI. Not that there's much of a problem with it, but being a bug world I would expect there to be a more
realistic depiction for immersion as opposed to a challenge. For example, I'd expect the Wolf Spiders and Hermit Crabs to fight
each other, even if just for a while. The same for the other ants in Queen of the Hill and even the challenges, just a nice zest of
reality of a bug's world being without mercy where you take what you can get to survive. (This could be tied to difficulty levels
if you will)

I believe this game is still developing? I don't recall really, but one flaw is the lack of content... well actually levels. There's only
two levels before you have to take a Formicarium challenge, and sure there's the difficulty multipliers for rewards and the
challenges too, but a few levels a story does not make. Perhaps it could be 3 or 4? More options and fun along with replayability.

Ant types:
More of a personal thought but the variety of ant options for the formicarium and levels, mostly for terms of the player, is rather
underwhelming. There's the black ants, the wood ants, the leafcutters, and that's about it. Then there's the army ants, the trapjaw
ants and slave driver ants but they only appear a couple of times.

Challenges:
This is my biggest gripe. The game does the challenges both right and wrong. There's the right, in levels like the European mole
crickets and tiger beetle larvae, then there's wrong in the formicarium, particularly the third challenge. Wouldn't it make sense
for the challenge to reflect the difficulty you choose? As I attempted easy twice with a fairly large army of level 2 and 3 ants,
but it does little against the other army anyway, the population limit and ESPECIALLY THEIR VARIETY is rather infuriating.
If you allow difficulties to reflect the challenge, be a bit more accurate on how hard it would be. Wouldn't easy be a breeze?
Granted I've only played this game for a few days, but I think there's a point as playing on easy should be... well... easy,
especially when the only way to get more resources like food and royal jelly is to replay the missions and you don't feel like
upping the ante. And yes there are players like that out there. And for the love of god that second scientist is annoying. I believe
the game could do well without him interfering every 5 seconds.

That's all I have to say. Is the game fun? YES. Is it worth going back to. DEFINITELY. Is there still a ways to go? Of course.
The game is great, but there's a few edges and bumps that need some smoothing over.. Game crashes everytime I beat the 2nd
level boss.. If you are like me, you read the reviews of this game with people claiming how terrifying this game was. How it
scared the literal fecal matter out of their \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s etc. And if you are still like
me, you properly asked yourself " Is this game really that scary? Or, are those people just actual full of the same substance that
they claim the Near Death Experience scared out of them." Well, being an indie horror gaming guy, I took the plunge and parted
with the wallet crunching $4.50?!?!, and decided to find out.

First and most importantly, is Near Death Experience (NDE for short) actually scary? Well, I've played all the way to chapter 4
(7 chapters in total), and I'd say on a scale of 1-10, 1 being a bright sunny day in the park with singing birds
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and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flying everywhere, and 10 being HOLY
FREAKING\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GET THIS AWAY FROM ME, I'd give NDE a conservative...6.5
possibly 7 so far.

The game's main screams have come in the way of fetch quests whilst you are being chased by less than friendly creatures. So it
is jump scare heavy when and if they do get ahold of you. I'm not going to lie, one time I tried to hide in the bathroom in the
dark from the zombie guy, and I didn't hear him come in there. When he grabbed me I about knocked my cam and mic off the
desk I jumped so high out of my chair.

The atmosphere is also well done. Dreary backgrounds, rust and blood stained school hallways and underground basements, and
otherworldly places where I'm not exactly sure where the hell we actually are. The music is on point. Rising at the right times.
Plenty of unsettling creaks, squeaks, and monster growls. They actually have the old Silent Hill tornado siren thrown in the
beginning of the game as well.

But, and of course there is a but, this game suffers from the same problem as most games that rely on items finding and jump
scares do. After you've died a few times looking for whatever it is you need to collect, you already know what's coming...and it
isn't really scary anymore. it becomes more of a game of just ring a round the rosy, dodging whatever is chasing you while you
try and pick up what it is you are searching for this time. (To be fair the game did include a math puzzle as well...Yay math!
*sarcasm*) Like I said, I'm only half way in, so the rest of the game could pick up in that aspect.

Also a negative is there is no control options at all. The default mouse sensistivity was stupid high, so I literally had to turn my
mouse DPI to stone age slow speeds just to get a playable turning sensitivity. No audio or visual adjustments, button remaping,
etc. Also, you can skip to and from whatever chapter you want, right from the beginning, which I thought was a little odd.

All in all though, as far as indie's go at this price point, I feel confident in saying this has been a enjoyable little ride so far. I
don't regret my purchase, but I would caution you if you go into this thinking this reinvents the indie horror game wheel. It
doesn't, but it has a been a nice addition to the genre so far.

I am including a video of my first playthrough. It doesn't contain a review or anything special. Just me trying to help get my
upstart channel out there. Everyone else does it, so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it right? If you feel like seeing who the scrub
behind the mask is, then by all means check it out!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6AE22obh8MA. awesome graphics and beautiful music!
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